Safe Chain Solutions Selected to
Represent Maryland at Arab Health
Conference in Dubai January 25-28
Safe Chain is one of only seven companies chosen to exhibit within
the State of Maryland booth at Arab Health.
Cambridge, MD, January 26, 2016 – Safe Chain Solutions, a Benchworks
Company, was recently selected to exhibit within the State of Maryland
Department of Commerce booth at Arab Health on January 25-28, 2016,
at the Dubai International Convention & Exhibition Centre. More than 4,000
companies are exhibiting at the conference where more than 130,000 healthcare
professionals from 163 countries are expected to attend.
This is the 41st annual Arab Health show. It has expanded over the years and
is now the second largest exhibition and congress in the world. In addition to
offering opportunities to build relationships with the healthcare industry, the event
showcases progress and achievement in the field of healthcare. The show is
ideal for Safe Chain Solutions because the company is a full-service distributor of
pharmaceutical products and medical supplies.
As a leading provider of marketing services, Benchworks plans to further its
commercialization goals at Arab Health by meeting with important stakeholders
at companies headquartered around the globe. Benchworks and Safe Chain
executives will meet with representatives from more than 100 life science and
medical device companies that are interested in introducing or enhancing their
products’ market share in the North American market.
According to Brian Castleberry, Regional Manager of the Division of International
Investment & Trade for Canada & Middle East for the Maryland Department
of Commerce, Safe Chain Solutions was chosen because of the company’s
pharmaceutical distribution experience and knowledge of state and federal
regulations. Exhibiting at Arab Health is an opportunity to secure contracts and
potentially bring more jobs to the United States, specifically to Cambridge on
Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
Safe Chain Managing Partner Patrick Boyd commented on participating with the
State of Maryland at Arab Health, saying, “Safe Chain is growing and this is an
outstanding way to expand our international footprint. We appreciate that the State
of Maryland gave us this excellent opportunity to make new contacts. This will
help us diversify our offerings, which could ultimately lead to better services for our
clients as well as new job development.”
Thad Bench, CEO of Benchworks, pointed out the significance of this event. “We
are truly honored to be one of only seven companies chosen to exhibit in the State
of Maryland booth at Arab Health. This opportunity aligns with our strategic growth
plan and I am confident that it will yield positive results for Safe Chain and for the
State of Maryland in terms of revenue and job creation.”
Safe Chain is a rapidly growing distributor serving customers worldwide through
its two divisions: Logistics Solutions and Healthcare Solutions. Headquartered
in Cambridge, Maryland, the company has a sales office in Miami as well as
Annapolis, Maryland, and a digital development office in Nagpur, India. For
more information, visit www.SafeChainSolutions.com or call 855-43PL-SCS
(855-437-5727).
About Benchworks
Benchworks, a comprehensive marketing services firm headquartered in
Chestertown, Maryland, was founded in 1991. The company specializes in the
design, production and launch of complete marketing and branding services.
Clients include a wide variety of companies in the pharmaceutical, beverage,
manufacturing and education industries in North America and Europe. For
additional information, please visit www.benchworks.com or call 800-536-4670.
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